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Charged-particle spectra associated with direct photon ($\gamma_{\text{dir}}$) and $\pi^0$ are measured in $p + p$ and Au + Au collisions at center-of-mass energy $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 200$ GeV with the STAR detector at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider. A shower-shape analysis is used to partially discriminate between $\gamma_{\text{dir}}$ and $\pi^0$. Assuming no associated charged particles in the $\gamma_{\text{dir}}$ direction (near side) and small contribution from fragmentation photons ($\gamma_{\text{frag}}$), the associated charged-particle yields opposite to $\gamma_{\text{dir}}$ (away side) are extracted. In central Au + Au collisions, the charged-particle yields at midrapidity ($|\eta| < 1$) and high transverse momentum ($3 < p_T^{\text{assoc}} < 16$ GeV/c) associated with $\gamma_{\text{dir}}$ and $\pi^0$ ($|\eta| < 0.9$, $8 < p_T^{\text{trig}} < 16$ GeV/c) are suppressed by a factor of 3–5 compared with $p + p$ collisions. The observed suppression of the associated charged particles is similar for $\gamma_{\text{dir}}$ and $\pi^0$ and independent of the $\gamma_{\text{dir}}$ energy within uncertainties. These measurements indicate that, in the kinematic range covered and within our current experimental uncertainties, the parton energy loss shows no sensitivity to the parton initial energy, path length, or color charge.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A major goal of measurements at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) is to quantify the properties of the QCD matter created in heavy-ion collisions at high energy [1]. One key property is the medium energy density, which can be probed by its effect on a fast parton propagating through it [2]. A parton scattered in the initial stages of a heavy-ion collision propagates through the medium, in which it may lose energy, and ultimately results in a shower of hadrons (jet), with high transverse momenta (p_T), in the detectors. The medium properties are extracted through the comparison of measured observables with theoretical models. Many perturbative quantum chromodynamics (pQCD)-based models of parton energy loss have successfully described much of the high-p_T data, but the extracted medium parameters span a wide range [3]. In addition to the properties of the medium itself, the amount of energy loss (∆E) of a parton propagating through the QCD medium can depend on several factors including E, L, C_R, and f, where E is the initial energy of the parton, L is the path length of the parton through the medium, C_R is the Casimir (color charge) factor, and f is the quark flavor (of which the mass can affect the amount of energy loss). To better constrain the medium parameters, it is essential to examine the dependence of ∆E on E, L, and the parton type independently. This necessitates additional experimental observables.

The γ_dir-jet coincidence measurements have long been proposed as a powerful tool for studying parton energy loss in the medium [4]. The leading-order (LO) production processes of direct photons, quark-gluon Compton scattering (q + g → q + γ) and quark-antiquark annihilation (q + ¯q → g + γ), are free from the uncertainties accompanying fragmentation. In the LO, the outgoing high-p_T γ balances the p_T of the partner parton separated by π in azimuth (“away-side”), modulo corrections owing to parton intrinsic p_T [5]. The study of the spectra of the away-side jet particles associated with a high-p_T γ_dir trigger, as a function of p_T^{γ_dir}, can constrain the dependence of ∆E on E. The mean-free path of the γ in the medium is large enough that its momentum is preserved, regardless of the position of the initial scattering vertex. The γ_dir does not suffer from the geometric biases (nonuniform spatial sampling of hadron triggers owing to energy loss in the medium) inherent in dihadron azimuthal correlation measurements. Therefore, it is expected that the away-side parton associated with π^0 loses more energy on average than that associated with γ_dir. A comparison between the spectra of the away-side particles associated with γ_dir vs π^0 triggers can constrain the dependence of ∆E on L. However, the spectra of the away-side particles associated with γ_dir and π^0 can be different owing to two additional factors. First, because the Compton scattering is the dominant channel for direct-γ production in the covered phase space, the quark and gluon are present in different proportions opposite to γ_dir and π^0 triggers, with the away side of the γ_dir being dominated by quark. In the limit of perturbative interactions with the medium, this would result in the away-side parton associated with π^0 to lose more energy, on average, than that of γ_dir, owing to the bicolored nature of the gluon. Second, the away-side parton associated with π^0 is more energetic than that associated with γ_dir at the same trigger energy. This is attributable to the fact that the direct γ represents the total scattered constituent momentum while the π^0 represents only a fraction of it. This may or may not result in a difference in energy loss for the away-side parton for the different trigger types, depending on the energy dependence of the energy loss in the medium. While the effects of the color factor and the path-length dependence would both cause the away-side parton associated with π^0 to lose more energy than that associated with γ_dir, the dependence of energy loss on the initial parton energy could, in principle, compensate for these effects. To disentangle the two former effects from the dependence of energy loss on the initial parton energy, one must investigate the dependence of energy loss on p_T^{γ_dir} for γ_dir triggers.

In this article we examine ∆E by comparing jet yields measured in central Au + Au collisions and p + p collisions at √S_{NN} = 200 GeV via correlations in azimuthal angle between high-p_T particles at mid-pseudorapidity. We investigate the ∆E dependence on E, via γ_dir-charged-particle (γ_dir-h^±) correlations as a function of p_T^{γ_dir}, and on L (and on C_R), via a comparison of π^0-charged particle (π^0-h^±) to (γ_dir-h^±) correlations. Taking advantage of the unique configuration of the STAR detector, we use a transverse shower-shape analysis to distinguish between π^0 and γ_dir in a new analysis technique to extract the spectra of charged particles associated with γ_dir. This technique allows for a more statistically significant measurement than that in Ref. [6] of this rare probe.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND DATA SETS

The STAR detector is well suited for measuring azimuthal angular correlations owing to the large coverage in pseudorapidity (|η| < 1) and full coverage in azimuth (φ). The barrel electromagnetic calorimeter (BEMC) [7] consists of 4800 channels (towers) and measures the γ energy. The time projection chamber (TPC) [8] detects charged-particle tracks. A crucial part of the analysis is discriminating between showers from γ_dir and two close γ’s from high-p_T π^0 symmetric decays. At p_T^γ ∼ 8 GeV/c, the angular separation between the two γ’s resulting from a π^0 decay is typically smaller than a tower size, but a π^0 shower is generally broader than a single γ shower. The barrel shower maximum detector (BSMD) [7] consists of 18 000 channels (strips) in each plane (η and φ) and resides at ∼5.6 radiation lengths inside the calorimeter towers. The BSMD is capable of (2γ/1γ) separation up to 2500 GeV/c owing to its high granularity. Using the BEMC to select events (i.e., “trigger”) with high-p_T γ, the STAR experiment collected an integrated luminosity of 535 mb^{-1} of Au + Au collisions in 2007 and 11 pb^{-1} of p + p collisions in 2006. The Au + Au data are divided into centrality classes based on the uncorrected charged-particle multiplicity in the range |η| < 0.5 as measured by the TPC. Owing to the bias of the triggered data, around 40% of the Au + Au collisions recorded in this event sample are in the 0%-10% central bin.

III. DATA ANALYSIS

In this analysis, events with vertex within ±55 cm of the center of TPC along the beamline are selected. The BEMC
is calibrated using the 2006 $p + p$ data, using a procedure described elsewhere [9]. The tracking efficiency of charged particles as a function of event multiplicity is determined by embedding $\pi^\pm$ in real data. The effects of energy and momentum resolution are estimated to be small compared to other systematic uncertainties in this analysis, and no correction is applied. The charged-track quality criteria are similar to those used in previous STAR analyses [10].

A. Neutral clusters

Events with at least one electromagnetic cluster (defined as one or two towers depending on the relative position of the cluster to the tower’s center) with $E_T > 8$ GeV are selected. More than 97% of these clusters have deposited energy greater than 0.5 GeV in each layer of the BSMD. A trigger tower is rejected if it has a track with $p > 3.0$ GeV/$c$ pointing to it, which reduces the number of the electromagnetic clusters by only $\sim$7%. The remaining neutral clusters are further filtered into $\pi^0$ and single $\gamma$ candidates. The $\pi^0/\gamma$ discrimination depends on an analysis of the shower shape, as measured by the BSMD and BEMC.

B. Shower-shape analysis

The shower shape is quantified as the cluster energy, measured by the BEMC, normalized by the position-weighted energy moment, measured by the BSMD strips. The quantity is defined as

$$E_{\text{cluster}} \sum_i e_i r_{\text{dir}}^T,$$

where the $e_i$ are the BSMD strip energies and $r_i$ are the distances of the strips from the center of the cluster. Wider transverse shower profiles lead to smaller values of this quantity. The exponent on $r_i$ was chosen to optimize the $\pi^0/\gamma$ discrimination, based on simulation studies. The shower profile cuts were tuned to obtain a nearly $\gamma_{\text{dir}}$-free ($\pi_{\text{rich}}^0$) sample and a sample rich in $\gamma_{\text{dir}}$ ($\gamma_{\text{rich}}$). Figure 1 shows the probability distribution of the transverse shower-profile quantity for neutral clusters above the trigger threshold of $E_T > 8$ GeV/$c$, measured in $p + p$ and central Au + Au data, as well as for identified electrons with $E > 4$ GeV. Single photons will have a shower shape similar to the one measured for electrons. The distribution for identified electrons does not change significantly with energy. Above the trigger threshold, most $\pi^0$ decays are symmetric and thus reconstructed as a single cluster characterized by a wide transverse shower. This can be seen in the data as the probability distribution of the transverse shower profile quantity is peaked at small values. The central Au + Au data is somewhat less peaked at small values than the $p + p$ data, indicating a larger relative fraction of $\gamma_{\text{dir}}$ owing to the suppression of hadrons at high $p_T$ [11]. The cut for the $\pi_{\text{rich}}^0$ sample is indicated by a vertical line at 0.1, and the rejection power for direct photons (estimated from the identified electron distribution) is 90%. The $\gamma_{\text{rich}}$ sample is selected with a cut of 0.2–0.6 in the transverse shower-profile quantity and contains a mixture of direct photons and contamination from fragmentation photons and photons from asymmetric hadron ($\pi^0$ and $\eta$) decays. All remaining contamination in the $\gamma_{\text{rich}}$ correlation function is removed subsequently, as described in Sec. IV C.

C. Systematic uncertainties

A detailed study of the shower profile, primary vertex, and charge-rejection cuts is performed to determine the systematic uncertainties, which also include the energy scale uncertainty. The final systematic uncertainties, reported as 1σ errors, are separated into point-to-point systematic errors, which allow the values to vary independently with $zT$ and $p_T$ (or $p_{\text{trig}}$), and correlated systematic errors, which require the points to vary together. Additional sources of systematic uncertainties for $\gamma_{\text{dir}}$-triggered yields are described in Sec. IV C.

D. Azimuthal correlations

The azimuthal correlations, measured as the number of associated particles per trigger per Δφ (“correlation functions”), are used in both $p + p$ and Au + Au collisions to determine the (jet) associated particle yields. Figure 2 shows the correlation functions of charged particles associated with neutral BEMC-cluster triggers for the peripheral (largest impact parameters) and most central (smallest impact parameters) bins in Au + Au collisions for different ranges of $p_{\text{trig}}$ and $p_{\text{assoc}}$. While both near-side ($\Delta\phi \sim 0$) and away-side ($\Delta\phi \sim \pi$) yields increase with trigger energy, the increase on the away side is larger owing to the trigger bias toward high neutral energy. As was previously reported [10] for similar selections in $p_{\text{trig}}$ and $p_{\text{assoc}}$, final-state medium effects cause the away side to be increasingly suppressed with centrality, without significant azimuthal broadening at high $p_T$. The suppression of the near-side yield associated with neutral triggers, in central relative to peripheral Au + Au, is consistent with the
expected increase of the $\gamma/\pi^0$ ratio with centrality at high energy [12].

IV. RESULTS

Figure 3 shows the correlation functions, after applying the shower-shape analysis, for $\gamma_{\text{rich}}$ and $\pi_{\text{rich}}^0$ triggers for the peripheral and most central bins in Au + Au collisions. As expected, the $\gamma_{\text{rich}}$-triggered sample has lower near- and away-side yields than those of the $\pi_{\text{rich}}^0$. The nonzero near-side yield for the $\gamma_{\text{rich}}$ sample is expected owing to remaining background. The shower-shape analysis is only effective for rejecting two close $\gamma$ showers, leaving background $\gamma$’s from asymmetric decays of $\pi^0$ and $\eta$, and fragmentation $\gamma$’s.

A. Background subtraction and the extraction of yields

The uncorrelated background level owing to the underlying event is subtracted, assuming an isotropic distribution determined by fitting the correlation function with two Gaussians and a constant. Over the measured range of $p_T^{\text{assoc}}$ the expected modulation in the background shape, owing to the correlation with respect to the reaction plane in heavy-ion collisions, is found to have a negligible effect on the subtraction. As shown in Figs. 2 and 3, the level of uncorrelated background is dramatically suppressed relative to the signal and further decreases with increasing $p_T^{\text{assoc}}$. The ratio of the pedestal (constant fit value) to the near-side peak height varies from 0.37 in the lowest reported $z_T$ bin to 0.0081 in the highest in central Au + Au collisions. The near- and away-side yields, $Y^n$ and $Y^a$, respectively, of associated particles per trigger are extracted by integrating the $(1/N_{\text{trig}})dN/d(\Delta\phi)$ distributions over $|\Delta\phi| < 0.63$ and $|\Delta\phi - \pi| < 0.63$, respectively. The yield is corrected for the tracking efficiency of charged particles as a function of event multiplicity but, as in Ref. [10], not for acceptance owing to the $\eta$ cuts.

B. Yields associated with $\pi^0$ triggers

Figure 4 shows the hadron yields associated with $\pi_{\text{rich}}^0$ normalized by the measured number of triggers $(DC(z_T) [4])$, as a function of $z_T$, compared to the yields per charged-hadron trigger [10]. The left panel shows the near-side yields, and the right panel shows the away-side yields. The systematic errors on the $\pi_{\text{rich}}^0$-triggered yields have a correlated component of 7%–13%, and point-to-point uncertainties that are typically less than 5%. Because the charged-hadron triggers are dominated by charged pions, the associated yields are expected to be similar to those of $\pi^0$ triggers, although there could be some differences owing to the presence of proton triggers in the charged-trigger sample. A general agreement of $\sim 20$%–30% between the $\pi^0 - h^\pm$ (this analysis) and the $h^\pm - h^\pm$ results is clearly seen in both panels of Fig. 4, which further substantiates that the $\pi_{\text{rich}}^0$ sample is free of $\gamma_{\text{dir}}$.

C. Extraction of $\gamma_{\text{dir}}$ associated yields

Assuming zero near-side yield for $\gamma_{\text{dir}}$ triggers and a sample of $\pi^0$ free of $\gamma_{\text{dir}}$, the away-side yield of hadrons correlated
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FIG. 4. The $z_T$ dependence of $\pi^0 - h^\pm$ and $h^\pm - h^\mp$ [10] near-side (left panel) and away-side (right panel) associated particle yields. The bin centers are shifted for clarity. The shaded boxes show the systematic errors correlated in $z_T$, and the brackets show the point-to-point systematic errors.

with the $\gamma_{dir}$ is extracted as

$$Y_{\gamma^{\pm}_{dir} + h} = \frac{Y^{a}_{\gamma^{\pm}_{rich} + h} - R Y^{a}_{\pi^0_{rich} + h}}{1 - R},$$

where $R = \frac{Y^{\pi^0}_{\gamma^{\pm} + h}}{Y^{\pi^0}_{\gamma^{\pm} + h}}$, and $1 - R = \frac{N_{\gamma_{dir}}}{N_{\gamma_{rich}}}$. (2)

Here, $Y^{a(n)}_{\gamma^{\pm}_{rich} + h}$ and $Y^{a(n)}_{\pi^0_{rich} + h}$ are the away (near)-side yields of associated particles per $\gamma_{rich}$ and $\pi^0_{rich}$ triggers, respectively. The ratio $R$ is equivalent to the fraction of “background” triggers in the $\gamma_{rich}$ trigger sample, and $N_{\gamma_{dir}}$ and $N_{\gamma_{rich}}$ are the numbers of $\gamma_{dir}$ and $\gamma_{rich}$ triggers, respectively. The value of $R$ is found to be $\sim 55\%$ in $p + p$ and decreases to $\sim 30\%$ in central Au + Au with little dependence on $p_T^{\gamma}$. All background to $\gamma_{dir}$ is subtracted with the assumption that the background triggers have the same correlation function as the $\pi^0_{rich}$ sample.

PYTHIA simulations [13] indicate that correlations of $\gamma$ triggers from asymmetric hadron decays are similar, to within $\sim 10\%$, to those of symmetrically decaying $\pi^0$ triggers as well as the measured correlations of $\pi^0_{rich}$ triggers, at the same $p_T^{\pi^0}$. However, PYTHIA shows that the $\gamma_{frag}$ has a different correlation with the charged particles compared to that of $\pi^0$. However, the $\gamma_{frag}$ contribution is expected to fall off more rapidly in $x_T (x_T = 2p_T/\sqrt{s})$ than the lowest-order $\gamma_{dir}$'s [14]. One theoretical calculation [15] shows the ratio of $\gamma_{frag}$ to $\gamma_{dir}$ to be $\sim 30\%$–$40\%$ at $p_T^{\gamma} > 8$ GeV/c in $p + p$ at midrapidity at RHIC energy.

For the $\gamma_{dir}$-triggered yields, the systematic errors are evaluated similar to $\pi^0$, as described in Sec. III C, and summarized as a function of centrality and $z_T$ in Table I.

An additional source of uncertainty on these yields arises from the assumption that the background contribution of $\gamma_{frag}$ in the $\gamma_{rich}$ triggers has the same correlation as the $\pi^0_{rich}$ triggers and therefore will be subtracted as per Eq. (2). This is assessed by comparing (with a $\chi^2$ analysis) the shape of the near-side correlation of $\gamma_{rich}$ to $\pi^0_{rich}$ triggers. By construction, the near-side yield of $\gamma_{dir}$ integrated over $|\Delta\phi| < 0.63$ is zero. Differences in shape of the near-side correlation of $\gamma_{rich}$ and $\pi^0_{rich}$ triggers can be studied by comparing the bin-by-bin differences (within the bin size) to zero. A $\chi^2$ analysis of such a bin-by-bin comparison is used to calculate the systematic uncertainties associated with the assumption that hadron correlations with $\gamma_{frag}$ triggers are similar to those of the $\pi^0_{rich}$ triggers and therefore subtracted. For $\gamma_{frag}$ which have no near-side yield, such an analysis cannot be performed; and any remaining contamination from such $\gamma_{frag}$ in our $\gamma_{dir}$ sample cannot be assessed.

#### Table I. Systematic errors on $\gamma_{dir}$-triggered yields.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\gamma_{dir}$ bin $z_T$</th>
<th>0.35</th>
<th>0.45</th>
<th>0.55</th>
<th>0.65</th>
<th>0.75</th>
<th>0.85</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Point-to-point error (%)</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$\gamma_{dir}$ bin $z_T$ | 0.35 | 0.45 | 0.55 | 0.65 | 0.75 | 0.85 |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Point-to-point error (%)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$pp$ collisions $z_T$-correlated error: 11%–13%

$\gamma_{dir}$ bin $z_T$ | 0.35 | 0.45 | 0.55 | 0.65 | 0.75 | 0.85 |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Point-to-point error (%)</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$pp$ collisions $z_T$-correlated error: 17%–19%

$pp$ collisions $z_T$-correlated error: 11%–13%

**D. Comparison of away-side yields for $\gamma_{dir}$ and $\pi^0$ triggers in $p + p$ and Au + Au collisions**

Figure 5 shows the $z_T$ dependence of the trigger-normalized away-side yields for $\pi^0$ and $\gamma_{dir}$ in $p + p$. For $\pi^0$ at $p_T^\gamma$ and $z_T$ in $p + p$ and Au + Au collisions. At a given $z_T$, the away-side yield per $\pi^0$ trigger is significantly larger than the yield per $\gamma_{dir}$ trigger. This difference is expected because the $\gamma_{dir}$ carries the total scattered constituent momentum while the $\pi^0$ only carries a fraction of it. A comparison to two different theoretical calculations of the associated yields for $\gamma_{dir}$ triggers is shown in Fig. 5. The calculation by Zhang [16] does not include $\gamma_{frag}$ and describes the $p + p$ data well, with a $\chi^2$ per degree of freedom ($\chi^2$/NDF) of 0.2. The $\chi^2$ is calculated taking into account the point-by-point (statistical and systematic) errors only. The calculation by Qin [17] includes a significant contribution of $\gamma_{frag}$, but it is quite similar in yield for $p + p$ and also describes the data, with a $\chi^2$/NDF of 0.5. The away-side $\gamma_{dir}$-triggered yields in Au + Au collisions are also reasonably described by the theoretical calculations, within the current measurement uncertainties, with a $\chi^2$/NDF of 2.8 for the comparison with Zhang and a $\chi^2$/NDF of 1.3 for Qin.

In Au + Au collisions, partonic energy loss can lead to additional differences on the away side because the path length, the energy of the parton, and the partonic species composition of the recoiling parton are different between $\gamma_{dir}$ and $\pi^0$ triggers at the same $p_T^\gamma$. To quantify the away-side suppression, we calculate the quantity $I_{AA}$, which is defined as the ratio of the integrated yield of the away-side associated particles per trigger particle in Au + Au to that in $p + p$ collisions. Figures 6 and 7 show $I_{AA}$ as a function of $z_T$ and $p_T^{\pi^0}$, respectively.
The $z_T$ dependence of away-side associated-particle yields for $\pi^0$ triggers (triangles) and $\gamma$ triggers (circles) for $p+p$ (open symbols) and 0%-10% Au+Au (solid symbols) collisions. The trigger particle has $8 < E_T^{\text{trig}} < 16$ GeV/c. Boxes show the $z_T$-correlated systematic errors, and brackets show the point-to-point systematic errors. Data are compared to theoretical calculations. For $p+p$ collisions, the solid line is a calculation by Zhang et al. [16] and the dashed line is by Qin et al. [17]. For central Au+Au collisions, the dotted line is by Zhang et al. [16] and the dash-dotted line is by Qin et al. [17].

**E. $I_{AA}$ and the $\Delta E$ dependence on $L$ and $C_R$**

Despite the differences in yields between $\pi^0 - h^\pm$ and $\gamma - h^\pm$ seen in Fig. 5, Fig. 6 shows that the value of $I_{AA}^{\gamma - h^\pm}$ is $z_T$ independent and similar to that of $I_{AA}^{\pi^0 - h^\pm}$. The $I_{AA}^{\gamma - h^\pm}$ agrees well with theoretical calculations of radiative energy loss that were tuned to the single- and dihadron measurements [10,11]. The calculation by Zhang for both $\gamma_{\text{dir}}$ and $\pi^0$ triggers [16] shows a small difference in the suppression factor, growing at low $z_T$. Two calculations for $\gamma_{\text{dir}}$ triggers, labeled as Qin [17] and Renk-ASW [18], show even less of a rise at low $z_T$. In the calculation [18] using the ASW implementation of energy loss [19], the effect of fluctuations in energy loss dominates over the effect of geometry, explaining the similarity in $I_{AA}^{\gamma - h^\pm}$ and $I_{AA}^{\pi^0 - h^\pm}$. The calculation that is not consistent with the data at low $z_T$, the Renk-YaJEM model [18], differs in that the lost energy is tracked and redistributed through the medium. The disagreement with this model may indicate that the lost energy is distributed to extremely low $p_T$ and large angles [18] (as also evidenced by hadron-hadron correlation measurements [20]) and perhaps even that the correlations to the trigger particle are lost. To further test this, one must explore the region of low $z_T$.

As discussed in Sec. I, a significant dependence of $\Delta E$ on $L$ and/or $C_R$ would result in larger average energy loss of the away-side parton for $\pi^0$ triggers. In the measured kinematic range, these effects are not observed in the comparison of $I_{AA}^{\gamma - h^\pm}$ and $I_{AA}^{\pi^0 - h^\pm}$.

**F. $I_{AA}$ and the $\Delta E$ dependence on $E$**

The remaining factor that could affect the comparison between $I_{AA}^{\gamma - h^\pm}$ and $I_{AA}^{\pi^0 - h^\pm}$ is the dependence of the energy loss on the initial parton energy because $\gamma_{\text{dir}}$ triggers carry the same energy as the corresponding away-side parton, while $\pi^0$ triggers originate from the fragmentation of a higher-energy parton. Figure 7 addresses the $E$ dependence of $\Delta E$. The suppression of the away-side multiplicity per $\gamma_{\text{dir}}$ trigger in Au+Au relative to $p+p$ collisions shows no strong $p_T^{\text{trig}}$ dependence, which indicates no strong $E$ dependence in the measured $p_T$ range. This supports the assumption made in
most radiative energy-loss models of no or weak dependence on the initial parton energy [e.g., $\log(E), \sqrt{E}$].

V. SUMMARY

In summary, $\gamma_{\text{dir}} - h$ correlation measurements are reported by the STAR collaboration, providing important new constraints on theoretical models. We observed that the level of suppression of hadrons is independent of trigger species ($\pi^0$ vs $\gamma_{\text{dir}}$) and trigger energy (for $E_T = 8 - 15$ GeV) on the opposite side of the trigger. There are three known factors that could result in differences in the measured $I_{AA}^{\gamma-h}$ and $I_{AA}^{\pi^0-h}$: (i) the dependence of energy loss on the initial parton energy, (ii) the energy loss of gluons vs quarks, and (iii) the energy-loss path-length dependence. The measurement of the dependence of $I_{AA}^{\gamma-h}$ on $p_T^{\text{trig}}$ shows no significant dependence on the initial parton energy. The other two factors both result in an expectation of $I_{AA}^{\gamma-h} > I_{AA}^{\pi^0-h}$. Thus, the agreement between the measured $I_{AA}^{\gamma-h}$ and $I_{AA}^{\pi^0-h}$ in the covered kinematic range indicates that the dependence of observable parton energy loss on parton species and path length traversed by the parton in the medium must be small compared to the experimental uncertainties. This study provides a high-precision cornerstone for more extensive future studies of wider kinematics, identified hadron chemistry, and geometry.
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